Associations between agronomic and bread-making quality traits in wheat: location and crop-year effects
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Resumo

Palavras-chave adicionais: cor de farinha; força de glúten; melhoramento de trigo; Triticum aestivum L.

Abstract
The present study aimed to evaluate the associations between agronomic and bread-making quality traits in wheat under different growing environments. Nineteen Brazilian wheat cultivars were evaluated at six locations (Cascavel-PR, Castro-PR, Guarapuava-PR, Palotina-PR, Abelardo Luz-SC, and Náo-Me-Toque-RS) during five years (2007 to 2011). The direction and magnitude of the associations between agronomic and bread-making quality traits were strongly dependent on the test location and year of evaluation. This study discusses the implications of choosing test locations on bread-making quality traits and for breeding purposes, with emphasis on indirect selection.
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Introduction
The bread-making quality of wheat flour is complex and mainly determined by protein content and its qualitative and quantitative variations, which depend on genotype (G), environment (E), and their interaction (G x E) (Taghouti et al., 2010; Tayyar, 2010). The E effect frequently implies changes in traits associations (Gaurienti et al., 2003) leading to the necessity for studies aiming to identify associated traits in specific environmental conditions. The identification of specific associations has crucial importance in plant breeding once it can support the selection process of superior genotypes, impacting the genetic gain in the breeding program.

The variation of bread-making quality traits across environments is an element that difficulties the end-use of wheat flour. For a given bread-making quality requirement, an adequate genotypic selection is crucial, and the location appears to have secondary importance (Souza et al., 2004). However, several studies have reported that a substantial part of the variation for quality traits is explained by the effects of location, year, and their interactions with genotype (Lukow et al., 2013; Surma et al., 2012; Bilgin et al., 2016). These sources of variation have more or less impact depending on the trait under evaluation. In addition, the breeding process changes the performance of agronomic and quality traits through the years (del
Pozo et al., 2014). Hence, these information supports the necessity for frequent studies about the association pattern of important traits for wheat breeding.

Numerous studies have detailed correlations between agronomic and bread-making quality traits of wheat (Zanetti et al., 2001; Tayyar, 2010; Mohammed et al., 2012; Surma et al., 2012) however, with a restricted quantity of environments. Thus, the aim of this study was to evaluate the associations between agronomic and bread-making quality traits of Brazilian spring wheat evaluated in multi-environment conditions (5 years and 6 locations).

**Material and methods**

The dataset used in this study is part of the Value for Cultivation and Use (VCU) trials network carried out by the wheat breeding program of the Central Cooperative of Agricultural Research (COODETEC). Nineteen wheat cultivars (CD 104, CD 105, CD 108, CD 110, CD 111, CD 113, CD 114, CD 115, CD 117, CD 119, CD 120, CD 121, CD 123, CD 124, CD 1552, CD 150, CD 154, IPR 85, and Ônix) were evaluated at six locations (Abelardo Luz – SC, Cascavel - PR, Castro - PR, Guarapuava - PR, Nâmoe-Toque – RS, and Palotina - PR) during five crop seasons (2007 to 2011).

Each experiment was carried out using a randomized complete block design with three replicates. The plots consisted of six 5 m rows spaced 0.20 m apart, totaling 6.0 m². The crop management was carried out in accordance with the wheat recommendations published annually (RCBPTT, 2008). The following agronomic traits were measured: grain yield (GY, kg ha⁻¹) and hectoliter weight (HW; kg 100 L⁻¹), corrected to 13% moisture. In addition, the following bread-making quality traits were evaluated: falling number (FN; seconds), extensibility (L; mm), tenacity (P; mm), tenacity/extensibility ratio (P/L), gluten strength (W; x10⁻⁴), and flour color parameters represented by the scales a*, b* and L* (CIE Commission Internationale de l’Eclairage, Internationa Commission on Illumination). The qualitative analysis of the flour samples was performed according to standard methods (AACC, 2010).

The associations between traits were evaluated through Pearson’s correlation coefficients using the Genes software (Cruz, 2013). The graphics were elaborated using the software Sigmaplot v.11 and only the significant correlations (p<0.05) and those relevant for breeding purposes were shown.

**Results and discussion**

Figure 1 shows more pronounced variations in the magnitude of the correlations between locations (Figure 1c, d) compared to years (Figure 1a, b). Variations in the magnitude and direction of the associations between traits are due to the effect of environment, characterized by the variability of years and crop locations (Bakker et al., 2005). Therefore, multi-environment trials have significant importance and the breeder have to perform assessments combining crop locations and years in order to reduce the effect of single-environment atypical conditions.

The magnitude and significance of the correlation “GY x HW” was location and year-dependent (Figure 1b, d). The positive and high-magnitude association between “GY x HW” in Castro (r=0.90; p<0.01) is the result of the high photothermal quotient (PQ), frequently observed in high altitude regions (Silva et al., 2014). High PQ locations allow growth stages elongation and consequently higher grain filling and GY. In addition, there was a significant association between “GY x W” (r=0.60; p<0.01), “W x FN” (r=0.40; p<0.01), and “HW x FN” (r=0.60; p<0.01) in Castro. Therefore, due to positive environmental stimuli, the selection of genotypes that combine high GY and bread-making quality traits, e.g. W, HW, and FN, is facilitated in Castro. Trials carried out under excellent environmental conditions enables to maximize most of the desirable traits, including W. However, as the GY increases, W does not follow in the same proportion. This implies the absence of significant association between GY and W for most locations and years.

Genotypic variations and environmental factors affect the color of wheat flour (Taghouri et al., 2010). Wheat flour with high brightness (L*-94) is preferred as they may be intended for the manufacture of several products and to make blends with low L* flour. The results show that W was negatively correlated with L* in the average of years (r = -0.42) and locations (r = -0.23), although with more variability mainly for crop locations. In addition, L* is inversely correlated with protein content and grain hardness (Souza et al., 2004; Lukow et al., 2013). The crop location variability regarding the magnitude and significance of the relationship between W and L* indicates the possibility to obtain wheat flour with different level of brightness by choosing different crop regions, a fact also reported by Lukow et al. (2013).

Lutein is highly associated with the yellow color of the flour, expressed by color b* (Hung & Hatcher, 2011). The presence of carotenoids also reduces L* values, which are determinants of flour color (Adom et al., 2003; Hung & Hatcher, 2011). A positive correlation was found between W and b* in the average of years (r = 0.48) and locations (r = 0.36). According to Lukow et al. (2013), crop locations with higher average temperatures maximize grain protein accumulation and explains most of the association between W and b*.

The correlation “P x W” was significant (p<0.01) in all years (r = 0.75) and locations (r = 0.76), in accordance with other studies (Zanetti et al., 2001; Tayyar, 2010). In general, wheat cultivars with high values of W also have high values of P. Li et al. (2013) report that W has a positive correlation with P/L ratio, so that high bread-making quality cultivars (with high W) also have a P/L ratio above 1. In addition, the
results show that P/L has a positive correlation with color b*, which also explains the low brightness of high W flour. Gliadin and glutenin are the main gluten-forming proteins (Peña et al., 2005). The glutenin is highly dependent on genotype and determines dough tenacity (P), whereas gliadin (monomeric proteins) is sensitive to environmental variation and determine dough extensibility (L) (Peña et al., 2005). In W and P/L, there is more influence of proteins of the glutenin group (Peña et al., 2005). In this sense, significant variations between locations and years, especially in relation to temperature, affect mainly L (environment-dependent), with lower influence on P (genotype-dependent) (Li et al., 2013). For this reason, W and L do not vary together (absence of covariance), which possibly implies no association.

**Figure 1** - Pearson’s correlation coefficient between agronomic and bread-making quality traits obtained from Value for Cultivation and Use (VCU) trials conducted in five years and at six locations. HW: hectoliter weight, FN: falling number, W: gluten strength, P: tenacity, L: extensibility, P/L: tenacity/extensibility ratio, GY: grain yield. Subfigures “a” and “c” are the correlations between “HW x FN”, “W x FN”, “W x Color L*”, “W x Color b*” and “P/L x Color b*” considering years (a) and crop locations (b). Likewise, subfigures “b” and “d” are the correlations for years and locations, respectively, between the traits “L x W”, “GY x HW”, “GY x W”, “GY x Color a*” and “P x W”. * - ** indicate significant values at 5 and 1% error probability by t-test, respectively (p≤0.05 and p≤0.01).

**Conclusions**

The existence of correlations between important agronomic traits in wheat is dependent on variations of years and, mainly, of crop locations, requiring the assessment and genotype selection in multi-environment. The observed associations demonstrate the difficulty to obtain high gluten strength, balanced P/L ratio, high brightness flour, and high grain yield cultivars. The selection for high bread-making quality is associated with low flour brightness. The results of this study also indicate that it is possible to produce differentiated wheat flour by choosing the appropriate crop region (varying latitude and elevation), aiming to meet specific industry requirements.
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